Stand True DVD was created by 12 Kitimaat youth in January 2007 with guidance from Chee Mamuk, STI/HIV Outreach Program and Good Company Communications. The main story line addresses how two things can spread in a community: rumors and STIs. The youth talk about how they will “Stand True” against rumors and “Stand True” in their sexual health decisions. The DVD has many positive messages on sexuality and condom use and contains a “making of” piece which talks about HIV issues and what the youth learned in the project.

Step Up DVD is a creative, engaging youth sexual health project. This DVD was created in November 2007 by 6 Halalt, Chemainus and Malahat youth under the guidance of Chee Mamuk, and Good Company Communications. Project partners include STI/HIV Outreach Program, BC Centre for Disease Control, AIDS Vancouver and the host of the project H’ulhetun Health Society. As well as having some light-hearted animation this positive messaging project focuses on the importance of getting tested for Sexually Transmitted Infections.

Strong Path DVD is a youth video revealing the hopes of 12 Sto:lo youth have for the future of their people. This engaging video includes hip-hop music, traditional-inspired drumming, and story line dealing with “partying”, “drinking-and-driving and condom use. The overall theme reveals the importance of sticking together and coming of home to culture as important steps towards keeping our communities safe. The youth talk about their commitment to choose the “Strong Path”, protect themselves and ask for help when they need it.

By My Name is a youth DVD created by 12 Nak’azdli youth. This educational DVD, while geared specifically towards Aboriginal youth, is an effective and safe teaching tool for any youth and comes with a teaching guide. This DVD can provide a good foundation to understanding Aboriginal People and the links of colonization to HIV/AIDS. In a decolonization activity during the Star In Your Own Stories workshop they were asked, “What do you want to be called” First Nations? Aboriginal? They of the underlying issues for HIV and STIs in their community. Their DVD carries messages of cultural pride, transmission of culture and importance of community as ways to decolonize, counter isolation, and lower the numbers of HIV and STIs. These youth are “Proud to be Carrier”, “Carry the Message”, “Share the Facts on HIV”: They believe “Culture is Power” and know “Knowledge is Power”.
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Around the Kitchen Table
This informational DVD provides a snapshot on how Chee Mamuk’s Around the Kitchen Table (ATKT) project combines cultural teaching with HIV, hepatitis and sexual health education. You will have an opportunity to hear from trained ATKT facilitators on using traditional approaches to build relationships and promote prevention education to community members. This DVD was made possible through funding support from the First Nations Health Authority.

Regular Mail: Canada Post 5 – 10 business days to arrive approximately

Couriering Mail: 3 – 5 business days to arrive approximately.

Couriers: do not deliver resources to PO boxes. Please provide a physical address for the receiving of mail.

Provide a date you would like your resources to be at your location to make sure Chee Mamuk resource are there for large events, workshops, or trainings.

Orders for large events we can send out a quantity of 30 for the information booth.

Please make a cheque payable to:

**Provincial Health Services Authority** and note it is to go to Chee Mamuk Indigenous Program. Orders will be shipped upon receipt of payment. Credit Cards are not accepted.
Description of Resources | Cost | Qty (20)
--- | --- | ---
Stand True | $5.00 ea | 
Step Up | $5.00 ea | 
Strong Path | $5.00 ea | 
By My Name | $5.00 ea | 
Around the Kitchen Table | $5.00 ea | 
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Please provide a brief description of how these resources will be used: